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STRONG AFRICAN TRENDS ARE DRIVING INNOVATION
Some of the key trends emerging in Africa over the last year have focused on how the continent is finding
uniquely African solutions to African challenges and opportunities:
1.
2.
3.

climate change and the environment
population growth and urbanization
technology and new ways of doing
business

4.
5.

internet connectivity enabling
communication and service delivery
an increasingly pan-African identity
creating pride of place

CLIMATE CHANGE AND THE ENVIRONMENT
The agriculture sector is the main driver of much of
Africa’s growth and contributed about 39 percent of East
Africa’s average real GDP growth, followed by industry.
Cape Town was affected by its worst drought in over 100
years, and taps nearly ran dry. Other cities in Africa await
a similar fate as a result of broken or aged infrastructure,
increased demand, unreliable rainfall, encroachment on
water sources or lakes drying up.
This water crisis is a warning that we need to take urgent
action to safeguard protected areas which are key
sources of water. If rainfall is the Plan A for our drinking
water, the past 3 years have taught us how fragile it is.
Forestation is a vital part of water conservation, and
without forests, we need a Plan B….

Mabati Rolling Mills in Kenya has embraced this
sentiment and its “Eye in the Wild” has taken the issue to
heart  Now in its third year, this year shines the spotlight
on Trees, Forests and deforestation with the theme “Stop
the Chop”.   Next year, the initiative rolls out to more
companies in the Safal Group.
The Safal Group is also launching new products which
minimize or reduce the impact of buildings on the
environment.   These include Building Solutions Products in the form of pre-engineered buildings and
gazebo’s which use fewer resources to construct, take
less time to construct and creates less wastage on site.
And the Safal Group’s Saftherm insulation range will
create buildings which use less energy to heat or cool.

The current population of Africa is 1.2 billion; it is likely to
nearly double by 2045, meaning that around 20 per cent
of the world’s total population will live on the continent.
Also, city populations in Africa are likely to grow 45 per
cent faster than in rural areas, with 60 per cent of people
in Africa likely to live in cities by 2050.
Households are proliferating, and household
consumption is a key driver of growth.  Strong domestic
demand from a growing middle class remains an
opportunity for growth.

The Safal Group has invested in capacity to cater for
the needs of an ever-more discerning middle class.   A
new colour coating line in Kenya will produce the coils
to make roofing products like DumuRangi which provide
fresh new roof sheeting colour choices to the next
generation of customers as first time home builders.
And commercial customers are buying entire buildings
from us in the form of pre-engineered buildings,
complete to the last fastener and ready to assemble on
site, offered by Safal Building Solutions.

TECHNOLOGY AND NEW WAYS OF DOING BUSINESS
On a vast continent that is still developing much of
its infrastructure, drones present a solution. Some
projections see drones accounting for 10 per cent to 15
per cent of Africa’s transport sector in the next decade.
Rwanda, working with Silicon Valley firm Zip Line uses
drones to deliver medical supplies such as blood and
vaccines to remote areas.  It has done over 1,400 similar
deliveries since October 2016.  This year, Taanzania will
roll out medical supplies on a scale nearly 36 times bigger than Rwanda.  This will offer useful insights on how
to use them on a larger scale.

Whilst our products are too heavy to be delivered by
drones, we are using this new technology in fresh ways
in our own business.  
We are photographing buildings for our engineers to
calculate wind and corrosion zones, our draughts-men
and women to provide roofing plans, and our sales and
marketing teams to identify where best to support our
customers from our show rooms and service centres
countrywide.
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POPULATION GROWTH AND URBANSATION.

INTERNET CONNECTIVITY ENABLING COMMUNICATION AND SERVICE DELIVERY
Urbanization and Information and Communications
Technology (ICT) development can support structural
transformation at all levels of business.
Over half a billion people in Africa are subscribed to
mobile services, internet use rose to over 300 million
last year, and Africa is expected to become the world’s
largest consumer of mobile devices in less than 5 years.
The Safal Group has a multitude of projects which use
this connectivity to build relationships both within and
beyond our traditional audiences.
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Using Customer Relationship Management systems
allows us to connect to our customers as never before,
wherever they are.   Digital marketing is enabling us to
interact with our customers and industry partners one
on one.  Strong networks are being built with installers
and professionals who are vital routes to market. The
Safal Group is a pioneer in its field in e-commerce, which
is playing an increasingly important role for Africans
around the continent and the world. And within the
Safal Group, communication technology is used to forge
virtual teams which are centres of excellence and deep
experience.
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AN INCREASINGLY PAN-AFRICAN CULTURAL IDENTITY CREATING PRIDE OF PLACE
With the promise of a more inter-connected and
mindful Africa, with a youth engaged on the big issues of
our day, we are arguably creating one of the greatest
African social movements of the 21st Century, a force to
address political and economic legacies…and social
change. Together, new business entrants are already
creating a new generation of African-centred thinking
that celebrates the continent’s uniqueness, exploring a
different philosophy and approach that can alter our
thinking on the arts, business, politics, science and
society.
The MRM Cornell Kiswahili Prize is the only award of its
kind worldwide which celebrates writing and poetry in
the Kiswahili language, spoken by more people in
Africa than any other. This award spans both Mabati

Rolling Mills in Kenya and ALAF in Tanzania, where
Kiswahili is the de facto Lingua Franca.
When Safintra Rwanda sponsored the ‘Special’ Olympics
for “differently abled” contenders, it was done in the
same African spirit of celebrating a shared destiny with
all other Africans, no matter our differences. The Safal
MRM
Foundation
invests
in
local
Kenyan
communities which are socially disadvantaged and
through the Mabati Technical Training Institute, teaches
practical skills which enable local youth to sustain
themselves and their families with dignity and pride.
These stories, and a host of others are featured
in the following pages of our Safal Group Magazine.
Enjoy the read.
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SAFAL GROUP MARKETING LEADS FROM THE FRONT

As markets evolve, as our own brands mature and
grow and as we move into new market spaces, the role
of Marketing becomes ever more complex. It plays a
critical and strategic role in nurturing growth for our
brands and for our companies.
The Marketers of the Safal Group companies met twice
in 2018 - to plan the future, to exchange best practise,
and to forge a single team with a unified direction and
purpose.

second Marketing Conference in Kampala, Uganda, took
the form of interactive workshops with specific sessions
on Digital Marketing and on Customer-Centricity.
A special thanks to Uganda Baati for hosting and
entertaining us in September 2018!

By bringing the Marketing teams from each operation
together, the Group aims to ensure that the Marketing
function works seamlessly across borders to jointly
pursue cohesive growth, engage in robust strategy
formulation, have integrated market development
initiatives, and engage in consistent marketing execution
across the Safal Group countries and areas of operation.
The first meeting in Johannesburg set the direction for
the year ahead, and reviewed Marketing strategies.  The
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SAFAL MRM FOUNDATION

The Safal MRM Founda�on seeks to serve the local community by contribu�ng in a prac�cal way to the
allevia�on of human suﬀering and to be�ering the lives of impoverished communi�es in Kenya.
The Founda�on supports ini�a�ves that provide solu�ons to social challenges such as lack of access to educa�on and
health services. It also contributes to projects that will alleviate the impact of natural disasters such as famine and drought.

MABATI TECHNICAL
TRAINING INSTITUTE

MABATI MEDICAL CENTRE

MABATI MEDICAL CENTRE HOSTS MEGA MEDICAL CLINIC
IN 2018

The Lions Club of Mombasa Pwani hosted its
annual Medical Camp at the Mabati Medical Center in
Mariakani in 2018.
The event was generously sponsored by Mabati Rolling
Mills to the value of Ksh 500,000 with a cheque
presented to the President of Lions Club of Mombasa
Pwani.
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The 2018 camp saw the highest number of patients in its
history thus far;
•
900 GP consultations
•
843 Eye condition consultations
36 Cataract procedures
•
30 Diabetes consultations
•
76 Ear, Nose and Throat consultations
•
23 Ultrasounds
•
70 Dental consultations
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The patients started to arrive from as early as 6:00am,
some from as far as Voi as they sought access to free
medical services and medication.   The Lions team
were fully prepared for this and had ensured sufficient
resources were on hand.
The Mega Camp offered learning opportuninties for a
group of trainee Medical Doctors from the Universities
of Nairobi in Kenya and Antwep in Belgium. Additional
volunteers included students and staff from the Mabati
Technical Training Institute and local well-wishers who

assisted with registration of the patients and directed
them to the various stations for consultations and
medication.
The success of this event is a reflection of the power
of pulling together for the good of a community. The
medical needs of the Mariakani community are
complicated by lack of access to affordable healthcare;
the support of the Lions, the Volunteers and the
Sponsors of this event ensures that this community does
not face these challenges alone.
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- SAFAL GROUP CORPORATE GOVERNANCE TRAINING –
FLYING THE FLAG FOR ETHICAL BUSINESS

Corporate Governance Training at MRM (Mariakani) 7th & 8th June 2018
Good corporate governance has become critical for all
organizations.
Corporate governance is the system of rules, practices
and processes by which a firm is directed and controlled.
Corporate governance essentially involves balancing the
interests of a company’s many stakeholders, such as
shareholders, management, customers, suppliers,
financiers, government and the community.
The Safal Group has undertaken a structured programme
to implement it principals, and to ensure that all its
management and senior executives in every single
operation are advocates for adherence to good
corporate governance as an ethic and as a standard
business practice.
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In June 2017, Safal Group organized with International
Finance Corporation (IFC) to conduct Corporate
Governance and Leadership training for the Group’s
senior leadership team. Following the training, the
Safal Group developed its own definition of corporate
governance which has been shared with all staff.
During Q1 of 2018, the Governance office together with
Human Resources / Learning Training and Development
offices, developed governance material to be used for
training staff across the Group.
Training for the basic module took place in Q2 and Q3 of
2018 and over 430 Seniors and Executives were trained.
The advanced module training is scheduled for Q1 2019.
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Corporate Governance Training at MRM (Athi River)
7th and 8th August 2018

Corporate Governance Training at MRM
7th and 8th August 2018

Corporate Governance Training at UBL
4th and 5th June 2018

Corporate Governance Training at ALAF
3rd and 4th September 2018

Corporate Governance Training at ALAF
2nd - 4th September 2018

Corporate Governance Training at MRM
7th and 8th August 2018
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THE MABATI-CORNELL KISWAHILI PRIZE FOR AFRICAN
LITERATURE – BUILDING KISWAHILI FOR THE FUTURE

Penye nia Pana njia is a famous Swahili saying that
translates as “where there is a will, there is a way”.
This saying aptly captures Safal Group’s commitment
to the growth of Kiswahili as the most widely spoken
language in Africa.
The Safal Group supports the development of Africa’s
most widely spoken language, recognising that
development of African languages is connected to
prosperity; additionally, strong local languages facilitate
social integration and are a powerful medium of change.
The Award was founded in 2014 with the express goal of
recognizing writing in Kiswahili, with the wider objective

of recognizing African-language literary achievements,
and encouraging translation from, between and into
African languages.
The Prize is supported by the Safal Group companies
of Mabati Rolling Mills in Kenya and ALAF Limited in
Tanzania, together with the Office of the Vice Provost
for International Affairs at Cornell University and the
Africana Studies Center at Cornell University.
Now in its third year, the Mabati – Cornell Kiswahili Prize
for Literature has grown from a handful of entries to over
100 entries in the 2018 edition, making it one of the
biggest Literature events in Africa.

2017 Winners:
The 2017 Winners of the Mabati Cornell Kiswahili Prize
for African Literature were announced on 15 January
2018 by the Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Abdilatif
Abdalla.
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Poetry: Dotto Rangimoto (Tanzania)
- Mwanangu Rudi Nyumbani($5,000)
Fiction: Ali Hilal Ali (Tanzania)
- Mmeza Fupa($5,000)

SAFAL NEWS 2018
Ali Hilal Ali receives his award for Literature
Selected from 30 entries, the manuscripts were read by
3 judges: Ken Walibora Waliaula, the Judge Chairman,
scholar and writer, Daulat Abdalla Said, Assistant
Lecturer at the State University of Zanzibar (SUZA), and
Ali Attas, Kiswahili and English teacher at the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, Japan.

The Prize was awarded in Nairobi on 13 February,
2018 at the Kenya Cultural Centre (The
National Theatre).

Dotto Rangimoto, proud winner of the Award for Poetry
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THE “SAFAL WAY” – IT’S HOW WE DO THINGS!

3rd October 2018 - Safal Group Culture Training
in Kenya

Company Culture describes: “the way we do things
around here.”
It comprises the beliefs and behaviors that influence how
employees and leadership interact with one another and
how they handle business transactions. It embodies the
core values of your company that each team member
emulates; a culture in which our collective attitudes and
behaviour patterns further everyone’s individual growth,
and sense of belonging to a strong and purposeful team.
The Safal Group embarked on a Culture Enhancement
Journey with the purpose of improving our processes,
and the way we conduct ourselves in business.   The
process entailed understanding and leveraging the
positive attributes of the current culture and enhancing
it with further behavioural habits and areas of
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10th October 2018 - Safal Group Culture Training
in South Africa

improvement
sustainability.

which

positively

support

business

Two sessions have been held so far: a session in
Nairobi, Kenya, on 3rd October and a second session in
Johannesburg on 10th October 2018.
During these workshops, the Senior Leaders of the
Safal Group exchanged views on ways to bolster the Safal
Group “Way”, and how to introduce this behaviour to the
larger employee base.  
In the roll out phase in 2019, identified “change agents”
will be trained to take “The Safal Way” message to a
wider employee base through video and digital media,
and posters in the workplace.
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LONG SERVICE AWARDS

DATE OF
JOINING

YEARS OF
SERVICE

MABATI ROLLING MILLS KENYA: LONG SERVICE AWARDS
PATRICK MWANGI WERU
EXTERNAL RELATIONS MANAGER (Governance)
MARTIN MULI NYAMAI
OPERATOR CRM
FREDRICK KISAU MBULAH
OPERATOR ANNEALING
ARBOGUST KADZENGA RINGA
ATTENDANT MAINTENANCE II (B. ASSEMBLER)
JOSEPH MALINGI DZOMBO
ATTENDANT MAINTENANCE I (FITTER)
MICHAEL MUSYOKI MULINGWA
PRODUCTION PLANNER
GEORGE OGENYATTA OCHIENG
ACCOUNTS ASSISTANT
CHRISTOPHER MBOTI
MANAGER-MASTER DATA MANAGEMENT IN SAP

1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1998
1998

25
25
25
25
25
25
20
20

ALAF TANZANIA: LONG SERVICE AWARDS
ISSA RASHID
COUNTER/PACKER
PASCAL MINANI
FITTER MECHANIC
THOBIAS MAUDUNGA
ANNEALING OPERATOR
ALCHELAUS LAURENT
CRANE OPERATOR
MOSES PALANGYO
FITTER MECHANIC
OMAR SALUM MOHAMED
CRANE OPERATOR
RAMADHAN MKAMBALA
CRANE OPERATOR
NASSORO ALLY
TUBE MILL OPERATOR
MUSLIM CHAMBALI
CRANE OPERATOR
WILSON KASEGE
ELECTRICAL MANAGER
A. SIYABO
ACCOUNTANT
HABIBA  HASSANI
TELEPHONE OPERATOR
PHILIP MBAWALA
FITTER MECHANIC

1988
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993

30
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

INSTEEL KENYA: LONG SERVICE AWARDS
JACKSON KIDAA WESONGA
SHIFT SUPERVISOR
EVANS CHRIS OBUTUNDU
LABOUR RELATIONS ASSISTANT
TERESIA NJERI MAINA
SALES EXECUTIVE
BENSON JOHN KIMANZI
3” MILL OPERATOR
DANIEL KAMAU MWANGI
MECHANICAL TECHNICIAN
FRANCIS OKIA OVI
CRANE OPERATOR
GEOFREY KANG’ETHE MWAURA
MECHANICAL TECHNICIAN
HARON KERENGE ORENGE
PRE-TREATMENT OPERATOR
JOHN THEMBA MUGUTI
CRANE OPERATOR
PETER MWAURA KAMAU
DRIVER
MICHAEL KADENGE KASINGU
DRIVER

1988
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998

30
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

ETHIOPIAN STEEL: LONG SERVICE AWARDS
BELETE WUBISHET
PRODUCTION
GEMECHU WAKTOLA
PRODUCTION
MERNEW MAMO
PRODUCTION
ADDISALEM BEYENE
PRODUCTION
BELAYNESH BEKELE
PRODUCTION
TESFAYE TAMIRAT
PRODUCTION
TSEGAW ALEMAYEHU
FINANCE

1997
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998

20
20
20
20
20
20
20

SAFINTRA SOUTH AFRICA: LONG SERVICE AWARDS
ANNIE MALAKA
OFFICE CLEANER  Johannesburg branch
IRISH MPUNGOSE
CRANE OPERATOR Durban Branch

1988
1998

30
20

NAME
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DESIGNATION
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‘SIKU YA ALAF’ KAMPUNI IMEADHIMISHA MIAKA 58
Mwaka huu kampuniya ALAF imefanya sherehe
kuadhimisha miaka 58 toka ifunguliwe tarehe 7
Oktoba, 1960.
Yalikua ni maamuzi ya Furaha yalioyoungwa mkono kwa
pamoja baina ya wafanyakazi na uongozi wa kampuni.

Mchezo wa kijiko na ndimu.
The Spoon Race

Wengi wao walipata nafasi yakuweza kujuanana wenzao
na  pia kufahamiana zaidi. Kulikua na michezo mabali
mbali, kucheza mziki na kufurahi kwa pamoja, lilikua
ni zoezi zuri sana la kujenga timu ya wafanyakazi na
uongozi. Kauli mbiu ya siku hio ilikua “Pamoja tunaweza
kufanya vitu vizuri”. Timu nzima ya ALAF ilijitahidi
kuifanya siku hiyo kuwa nzuri na ndivyoi livyo kua.

Mwisho wa siku washindi walipokea zawadi kutoka kwa
Mr Mohanty.
Winners receive their gifts from Mr Mohanty at the end
of a fun-filled day.

Team ya mpira ilioibuka kidedea.

Mashindano ya kuvuta kamba.

The winning football team

The action-packed fun day.

COMPANY MARKS ITS 58TH ANNIVERSARY WITH ‘ALAF DAY’
This year ALAF celebrated the 58th anniversary of its
incorporation on 7th October 1960.
It was a happy decision to mark the day, with the
support of workers, Trade Unions and Management.
Many got a chance to interact and get to know each
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other a bit better. There were games, dancing and
fun, and it was a great Team building exercise. The
theme for the day was “Together we can do great
things”.   The entire ALAF team worked very hard to
make the day the huge success it turned out to be.
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ALAF ACKNOWLEDGED AS A KEY INDUSTRIAL PLAYER

ALAF Business Head, Roofing, Mr Dipti Mohanty
welcoming the Members of Parliament during their visit
to ALAF

ALAF Business Head, Roofing, Mr Dipti Mohanty
addressing the Deputy Minister of Industry, Trade and
Environment

The Tanzanian Government has been engaging key
players in the local Industrial sector in Dar es Salaam
region, intending to identify challenges that local
manufacturers face and giving Government some
insight on the best ways to mitigate them so as to
create a conducive business environment and grow
new job opportunities for citizens.
On 13 August 2018 ALAF Limited received governmental
officials from the Parliamentary Committee on Industry,
Trade and Environment.

ALAF Production Manager (Long Products) Mr Sankaran
on factory tour with one of the visiting MP’s to ALAF

Government Ministers on the plant tour

During the visit to ALAF, the committee was able to have
in-depth discussion with ALAF representatives on the
challenges faced by ALAF.
Following discussions, the committee members visited
the production area to view the production process and
witness the amount of investment made by ALAF in local
production.
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ALAF RECEIVES TOP INDUSTRY AWARD FOR
9TH SUCCESSIVE YEAR
The President’s Manufacturer of the Year Awards
were started in 2005 to award outstanding Industrial
companies in Tanzania.

In 2018, ALAF was again awarded First Prize in “Metal
and Metal Products; Large Industry Category”, its 9th
successive win. Congratulations ALAF!

Celebrating the 9th President’s Manufacturer of the Year Award.

Minister of Industry, Trade and Environment, the
Hon. Charles Mwijage, chatting with ALAF
officials at their table.
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ALAF officials together in a picture celebrating
the 9th President’s Manufacturer of the Year Award.

ALAF presenting the scope of products and services provided.
As part of its strategy of forging close working
relationships with key stakeholders in the construction
field, ALAF Limited conducted seminars for Specifying
Professionals countrywide.
An event was hosted at each of its five branches between
February and May 2018.
•
•
•
•
•

Dar es Salaam –100 professionals
Mbeya - 40 professionals
Dodoma –45 professionals
Mwanza –40 professionals
Arusha –32 professionals

The seminars were well received, and the Professionals
were delighted to renew their familiarity with ALAF
Limited products & services, acknowledging ALAF
Limited as the leading Building Solutions provider in
Tanzania.
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ALAF FORGES LINKS WITH SPECIFIERS COUNTRYWIDE

ALAF OPENS KARIAKOO SHOWROOM
IN DAR ES SALAAM

Kariakoo showroom before the opening.
Kariakoo is one of the biggest market areas in Dar
es Salaam city, catering to a major percentage of the
residents of the City Centre.

Invited guests.
project.

The inauguration of the new ALAF Kariakoo showroom
was therefore an important milestone in 2018.

“Showcasing ALAF products and services as the total
building solution & providing technical solutions to
customers are the key objectives for us opening a Roof
Gallery in Kariakoo” he commented.

Mr. DP Mohanty, Business Head of ALAF Roofing
, applauded the ALAF team involved in the
project for their commitment, and paid a special token
of appreciation to Prisca Kallinga (ALAF Customer Service
Manager) for her leadership shown during the whole

Mr. Ashutosh Charan, General Manager of ALAF Coils
business endorsed this by saying “This is a huge step
for ALAF to be nearer its customers and will allow us to
improve our customer service in order to attract more
customers from this area”.

Ribbon cutting.

Cutting the cake.
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ALAF OPENS A NEW BRANCH IN THE CAPITAL CITY

The Hon. Charles Mwijage, Minister of Industries, Trade and Investment of Tanzania finally unveils the
plaque at the new branch.
part of Tanzania for over 50 years and will keep on
providing quality products to the people of Tanzania for
decades to come.
The Hon Minister Charles Mwijage spoke strongly of the
need for Tanzanians to be proud of locally manufactured
products and encouraged them to support local
industries. He went on to commend ALAF
Management for extending their services to other
regions in Tanzania, specifically the opening up of
Arusha, Mwanza and Mbeya branches in addition to the
main plant in Dar es Salaam.
Dodoma, the Capital City of Tanzania, is experiencing
huge growth as most governmental bodies move their
offices into the city.
Construction projects have been bountiful, and ALAF
recently opened a branch in the city to support building
activities.
About 130 stakeholders and invited guests attended
the event including the National Housing Corporation,
Watumishi Housing Corporation, Tanzania Building
Agency and local dealers.
The Branch Manager of Dodoma, Mr. Grayson
Mwakasege, officially welcomed the guests.
Mr. DP Mohanty, Business Head of Roofing for ALAF
introduced ALAF, highlighting that it has been a proud

Cultural Entertainment.
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ALAF DOES THE SABA SABA BETTER THAN EVER!
The 2018 SABA SABA Trade Fair organized by the
Tanzanian Trade Development Authority in Dar es
Salaam in June - July 2018, was the 42nd such
International Trade Fair of its kind.
Launched by the Prime Minister of the United Republic
of Tanzania, the Hon Kassim Majaliwa, the show has
established itself over the years as the shop window for
Tanzanian products as well as those of the East, Central
and the Southern African Region.
In 2018 more than 2,000 exhibitors from 33 different
countries across the globe participated in the exhibition.

Interior look of ALAF pavilion

With a key emphasis on Lifestyle and Color-coated roofing
sheets, ALAF sought to communicate its unmatched
quality and service.
More than 300 people visited the ALAF pavilion resulting
in sales of 20 MT of color roofing sheets and Lifestyle
products.

ALAF REROOFS FOR AN INDUSTRY LEADER
The TCC (Tanzania Cigarette Company) is amongst the
oldest manufacturing companies in the country, having
been established in 1961.
With most of its buildings now more than 30 years
old, ALAF managed to acquire the tender to supply
roofing materials to cover 15,750 square meters of the
building they were renovating.
Sheeting was supplied in the SAFLOK 700 profile in Safal
Steel’s Colorplus, complete with the Safal Group’s own
world class fasteners Fixtite Class 4.

The existing roofing before renovation.

After Installation of SAFLOK 700.
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“We won’t have a society if we destroy the
environment”; with this credo in mind and heart, ALAF
Limited undertook to mark World Environmental Day
by cleaning the surroundings of Mapambano Market
which is located opposite the ALAF premises in
Temeke.

the occasion to provide waste disposal bins which could
be used in the market after the event was over.
World Environment Day is celebrated on the 5th of June
every year, and is the United Nation’s principal vehicle for
encouraging awareness and action for the protection of
our environment.

The activity was organized and initiated by ALAF
employees and championed by the Management team.
With this initiative, they hoped to raise awareness
about the importance of a Clean and Safe Environment,
particularly in addressing plastic pollution which was the
World Environment Day theme for 2018. They also used

ALAF management donating new cleaning equipment
to the Mapambano Market.

Sharing some of the fruits that were offered by the
management of Mapambano Market after finishing
the cleaning works.

ALAF team working with market vendors
during the clean-up.

ALAF employees cleaning the inside of
Mapambano market.
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ALAF WALKS THE TALK ON ‘WORLD ENVIROMENT DAY’

SAFAL NEWS 2018

STOP THE CHOP! MRM FIGHTS FOR FORESTS IN 2018

“There comes a time when humanity is called upon to
shift to a new level of consciousness . . . that time is
now.” Wangari Maathai

The majority of us are generally oblivious to the state of
our country’s natural environment.
Earlier this year, reality checked in when a photograph
doing the rounds on social media got Kenyans’
attention about the state of the country’s natural
forests. The photo depicted Kenya as having the least
amount of forest cover in the East African region;
currently, just 6.2 % of Kenya’s land is covered with
forests. This sparked a conversation, with the
Government of Kenya imposing a 90-day ban on logging,
and pledging to increase forest cover to 10 % by 2020.
MRM as a company and as a family of committed
individuals is seeking to ensure that all its staff, and
their families, are part of the global community doing
their part to protect the environment and reduce their
collective carbon footprint.
With this in mind, the company launched the 2nd edition
of the annual photography campaign ‘MRM Eye in the
Wild’. The competition is an initiative started by
Mabati Rolling Mills to create awareness of conservation
and matters environmental through the art of
photography.
The theme for 2018 is STOP THE CHOP; it hopes to
draw the public eye, through the lens of a camera, to
the state of flora and fauna conservation in Kenya.

Karen Gikunda, Head of Marketing at Mabati Rolling
Mills said “This year’s competition will be about forests,
their beauty and their conservation; it will highlight the
impact of deforestation and the environmental
degradation that is currently happening.  We are using a
digital platform to get this message to the right audience.”
Harry Muchangi, the Safal Group Regional Marketing
Head for East Africa, added  “Climate action is a duty
for all. It’s an honour to be part of an initiative that
will drive the conversation around conservation while
appreciating the beauty of Mother Nature.”

CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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The following images are the finalists.  
From these, the winners and selected images will be
used in the Safal Group Calendar for 2019, thus taking
this message to a wider audience throughout Africa.
http://www.mrmeyeinthewild.mabati.com
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Available at MRM Service Centers and
Authorized Distributors Countrywide.
NAIROBI
+254 020 642 7000
+254 788 202 020

KISUMU
+254 722 204 721
+254 733 600 150

THIKA
+254 780 909 030
+254 735 511 170

NYERI
+254 020 642 7844
+254 733 887 790

KISII
+254 772 760 091/92
+254 718 215 659

ELDORET
+254 780 909 040

NAKURU
+254 738 865 980

MOMBASA
+254 733 474 766
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FIXTITE NA MRM promotion is changing perceptions about
Fasteners, one installer at a time
The Safal Group is committed to uplifting installation
standards, and has launched its warranted range of Fixtite
Fasteners to all markets.
Fasteners, or screws, are vastly preferable to
the nails widely used in many markets, the
benefits being durability of the roofing, better aesthetics
and less leakage risk. Importantly, the Safal Group links
the use of Fixtite fasteners to its warranties, nails not
being approved for use with MRM coated steel material.
To promote the use of fasteners instead of nails, Mabati
Rolling Mills (MRM) has embarked on a incentive for
installers and contractors, offering a free gift of an INGCO
portable drill to clients buying MRM roofing materials or

fasteners to a certain value.
The scheme was launched to installers at a colorful
ceremony at MRM   Athi River earlier this year, and a
number of portable drills have already been won from
various MRM service Centers countrywide. The ’FIXTITE
NA MRM’ drill promotion offers installers more reasons
now to visit MRM Service Centres for their favorite
roofing products including taking on projects in areas
without power connectivity and assure clients of better
roofing workmanship than before.
Written by Angela Masha
PR & CSR Officer Mabati Rolling Mills Limited
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MABATI ROLLING MILLS’ COLOUR COATING LINE SETS
INDUSTRY BENCHMARKS

Mabati Rolling Mills’ new Colour Coating Line, which
started production in January 2017, is changing the look
of the entire East African Market!
Since the new line started full production in 2017,
great strides have been made in terms of line stability,
productivity, quality and equally importantly, colour output.
The line now produces over 30 different colours, a variety
never offered before to building owners in the vibrant and
competitive markets of East Africa. Products from the line
not only find their end use in domestic roofing but also
industrial markets.

Performance is efficient and also environmentally
responsible

The new line can produce 100,000mt per annum, but
importantly, does so in an environmentally friendly manner.  
It is equipped with modern energy saving and air purification
technology which is rare in other Colour Coating Lines in
the world.

Team Dynamics: motivation, continuously
learning and adding value.

This state of the art line is run by experienced and talented
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workforce which has enabled the line to continuously
generate high quality products. Communication is a key
factor in this success:  regular team building activities are
held, and shop floor team talks focus on day to day issues,
new ideas, action plans, and to celebrate successes.

SAFAL NEWS 2018
Quality Assurance for improved products and
overall quality

Consistent Quality is critical in achieving customer
satisfaction and confidence. The MRM coil laboratory is
fully equipped for all analytic needs.   For every coil
produced, samples are taken and analysed ensuring that
our products adhere to our internal standards which in
turn conform with regional and international standards.

Pushing for Perfection and achieving high goals
The Colour Coating Line is tightly managed to minimise
production costs, enhance production efficiency and
meet all quality requirements. In August 2018, the Colour
Coating Line team achieved record production with
minimal scrap, and seconds generation was lower than
target, winning the Colour Coating Line team the coveted
‘Employee Incentive Scheme’ award.  
- Written by Henry Kiogora
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REIMAGINING CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT:
MRM goes the CRM way!
power of CRM. Additional external and internal trainings
are planned to help fully unlock added benefit-portions
of the universe that is Dynamics CRM.

One of the CRM trainings at the MRM
ARV Training Centre
So the customer is King? Sadly, in many business
relationships, the comeback is often served cold. Tales
of customers’ unmet expectations on enquiries, order
servicing, account queries, complaint resolution and
installation-support are legion in our market place.
It is in this context that the entire Safal Group
recognized the need to tap into the benefits of investing
in a class-leading Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) system, the realization being that central to a
customer’s delight, the three key functions that must be
tapped into one single source of truth are Sales,
Marketing and Customer Service.
CRM is a great tool to assist Sales, Marketing & Customer Service functions to coordinate the tracking & management of all prospect interactions from
business leads sourcing and nurturing right through
to final delivery on site, and of course, complaint
resolution. When well integrated with the companies
ERP system, they deliver an agile, responsive, efficient
business organization. A customer’s nirvana!
Microsoft Dynamics 365 CRM went live at MRM on 9th
March 2018 with aplomb and a cake-cutting
ceremony led by the company CEO, Andrew Heycott.
It is early days in MRM’s voyage to maximizing the
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Mr Andrew Heycott, MRM CEO and Lincoln du Plessis,
the ERP Project Manager officiate the CRM Go-live at
MRM Athi River, 9th March 2018

NEW BUILDING TECHNOLOGY PROVIDES
BESPOKE STRUCTURES

Having proven itself as an innovator and leader in the
roofing industry, Mabati Rolling Mills aims to replicate
this success in the supply of Pre Engineered Buildings.
Pre-Engineered Buildings will provide customers with
a building kit, supplied down to the last component,
in knock-down format for shipping to site, ready for
erection.  A pre-engineered structure can be customised
to meet our customer’s needs very quickly. It is also fast
to erect and is durable and affordable, with no waste of
materials or steel.
The scope of the market in Kenya alone, is significant;
most ready-to-assemble green-houses in the Agriculture
and Floriculture sectors are imported from the likes of
Spain and China.  Mabati Rolling Mills will offer a locally
produced and customizable product, plus offering a
wider range covering further building applications such
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as packing sheds, parking structures and store houses.  
Beyond this, opportunities include the supply of
complete solutions for traditional warehouses, schools,
churches and even individual homes for owners who
want to add on to their existing homes, or build from
scratch. Residential structures include garages, store
rooms and out-houses that can be assembled in a matter
of days.
MRM is proud to have completed its first project for
one of the region’s leading Agricultural players who is a
grower, processor, packer and exporter of Grade 1
Vegetables, Fruits and Flowers to premium markets
within Europe.  This is the first of what we are sure will
be numerous projects as MRM and other Safal Group
companies head into the exciting world of PreEngineered Buildings.
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KITTING OUT KENYA WITH SPEEDY SPACE OPTIONS

Rapid urbanization has brought challenges to the
way people live – from traffic problems to the rise
of slums, lack of consistent water suppliers and a
general lack of public spaces and parks.
The lack of parks and recreational areas has led to a
growing demand for comfortable Gazebos to erect in
small gardens found in private residences around the
city.  Safal Building Systems, a specialist company within
Mabati Rolling Mills (MRM), has responded to this need
by developing a Gazebo that is made of a light gauge
steel structure and an MRM roof covering, all sold as a
complete kit for easy and fool-proof installation in only
one day.
Made entirely from materials supplied by Mabati Rolling
Mills, the generic frame is easy to customise to

customers’ needs; lights can easily be mounted to the
truss system, a fan can be added for slightly warmer
climates, and shelves can be put in for storage purposes.  
Safal Building Systems has trained a team of 14
roofing installers for these products; their names will be
promoted to customers to ensure that our product is
properly installed, to the standard set by ourselves as
manufacturers, and to the ultimate satisfaction of the
buyer.
The structures offered also include a Boda Boda Bus Stop
and a Guard House.  This is only the beginning, we look
forward to launching many more Kits and Solutions over
the coming year.
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INSTEEL EMBRACES THE FUTURE WITH THE SUCCESSFUL
LAUNCH OF ‘SAP BUSINESS ONE’

In the first quarter of 2018, Insteel Limited joined
an elite group of businesses that have adopted SAP
‘Business One’ ERP technology.
This journey started in the last quarter of 2017 when the
team burnt the midnight oil to ensure that all would go
smoothly during the Go-Live stage.
In adopting SAP ‘Business One’, Insteel has integrated
information and processing functions thus enabling
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users across various functions to access information
at the click of a button.   By eliminating the tedious
use of data from disparate sources and formats, it has
dramatically reduced operational costs.
As Insteel continues to use the SAP ‘Business One’
system and close in on information gaps, it moves toward
full integration and compliance which will deliver
maximum benefits for an exciting era ahead.

2018 A YEAR OF MILESTONES FOR UGANDA BAATI:
COMPANY UNVEILS NEW CUSTOMER SERVICE CENTRE IN
KAMPALA

2018 has been a year of tremendous milestones at
Uganda Baati in terms of customer servicing.
May 2018 saw the launch of the grand customer
service centre at the Company Headquarters on
Mulwana Road, Industrial Area in Kampala. Customers of
Uganda Baati are now served faster and better in a
setting which is world class in layout and design!
The launch of the one-stop customer service centre
was graced by a wide audience with representatives
from Construction, Real Estate, Retail outlets, Banking,
Insurance, Revenue, Logistics and Transport and the
media, amonst others.
Guest of Honour at the launch ceremony was the Mayor
of Nakawa Division in Kampala City, Eng. Ronald
Balimwezo Nsubuga.  He lauded Uganda Baati for their
continued production of quality roofing sheets, and
praised the new service centre which will save clients
time and reduce the cost of doing business with us.
Chairman of the Uganda Baati Board of Directors Dr Allan
Shonubi,  said the new service centre was a milestone for
the company, adding that Uganda Baati would continue
to innovate for the benefit of its customers.
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Hellen Joy Musiime, the Customer Service Manager at
Uganda Baati, said “This new structure will enable us to
respond effectively to the growing needs of our
customers and we look forward to serving you at the
new block.”
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UGANDA BAATI SPONSORS ‘INNOVATION SERIES’

UBL Digital Marketer - Enid and Lillian from
Customer Care Service at the UBL stall during the
innovation series. We received over 100 inquiries, there
were sales leads and one sale for Lifestile.

During the series, UBL run a quizz where the person with
the most correctly answered questions about our
products won a gift voucher to shop at our showroom
for any products worth Ugx 700,000.

Innovation in business and public service processes is a
vital catalyst for sustainable economic growth.
Early in 2018, Public Relations agency “Brainchild
Burson-Marsteller” together with its media partners,
unveiled the Innovation Series, a series of thoughtleadership events to be held in Kampala thrice a year.

ment technocrats and the media under one roof
to discuss and demonstrate innovation in business.

The interactive events bring together business leaders, managers, policy makers, govern-

Uganda Baati Limited sponsored the Second Edition of
the ‘Innovation Series’ on April 26th, 2018.   The event
took place at the iconic Pearl of Africa Hotel under the
theme “Making Real Estate Ownership a Reality:
Practical Innovations for Uganda.”

UGANDA BAATI SHOWS ITS SPIRIT
Uganda Baati has a full Corporate Social Responsibility
Programme, with its activities focused on 4 specific
areas; shelter, education, health and the environment.

GIVING BLOOD TO SAVE LIVES
The Chandaria Clinic of Kampala organized a blood
donation drive during which a total of 238 units was
collected during the 3-day event that ran from 31st May
2018 – 1st June 2018.

Donors at the Nakawa market give precious blood
during the blood donation drive organized by the
Chandaria Clinic.
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RAISING MONEY FOR THE FIGHT AGAINST CANCER

Uganda Baati Head of Human Resources, Amon Aruho, hands over a cheque for UGX 5 million to go towards ‘Patient
Relief Mission’, a non-profit organization based in Kawempe, Uganda that is dedicated to improving cancer care and
patient management for women patients and their care-givers.

UGANDA BAATI GETS FIT FOR LIFE

Uganda Baati employees took part in the annual
‘Workers Marathon’ that was organized by the
Ministry of Health to encourage workers to keep
fit and stay healthy.
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UGANDA BAATI TAKES TO THE TURF TO
BATTLE IT OUT

PLAYING IN THE CORPORATE LEAGUE
On 21st April 2018, the Uganda Baati Football Team
donned bright yellow shirts to take part in the Standard
Chartered Bank ‘Road to Anfield’ Corporate Football
League.The Uganda Baati team put up a good show but
was eliminated in the 1st Group stage when they lost to
Roofings Limited Club 2-1.
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UGANDA BAATI EXTENDS ITS REACH WITH 7 BRAND NEW
SHOWROOMS

Uganda Baati has launched additional showrooms across the country to cover areas of Mukono, Masaka,
Fort Portal, Jinja, Lira, Entebbe Road & Arua. These will supplement the existing showrooms in Mbale & Gulu.
The showroom concept has been well received by
residents and customers in the new areas, who
appreciate having the points of sale closer to home.
Area residents and distribution partners are upbeat that
the new showrooms will improve businesses and trade
activities in areas saying they will no longer incur extra
expenses going all the way to the head offices or to the
next town center to purchase Uganda Baati quality
products.
During the opening ceremony at the Entebbe Road
showroom, the Uganda Baati Board Chairman, Dr. Alan

Shonubi said, “Costs of construction have
augmented across the sector, with a direct bearing on
the final customer. We have therefore brought our
products and solutions closer to our customers along
Entebbe Road for their convenience.”
Uganda Baati’s Business Head George Arodi, said, “The
opening of these showrooms is one of the many yet to
come as we increase our footprint across the country
and serve more Ugandans with quality products from
Uganda Baati. We envisage additional job creation for
over 100 graduates from this initiative across Uganda.”
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SAFINTRA ROOFING SOLUTIONS ARE
FIRST-OF-A-KIND IN RWANDA

Safintra Rwanda Limited has been serving the
Rwandan construction industry since 2008.
In 2017, it continued to innovate, introducing technically
superior products and roofing solutions that are a
first-of-their-kind and have found rapid acceptance
amongst discerning upwardly-mobile customers.
Safintra offers an end-to-end service from Roof SystemDesign to Fabrication and Installation, all provided in
accordance with the requirements of the country’s
legislated Building and Engineering Standards.
Safintra has successfully completed several prestigious
projects including the Large University in Butaro, the
Professional Training centre at Remera, Head Quarters &
Key buildings in Government Offices, plus many schools,
individual residences, and apartment buildings.

An Ultraspan Light Gauge Steel Truss system is coupled
with Tubular Steel during a new roofing installation
designed by Safintra Rwanda.

Said Sandeep Phadnis, Business Head, Safintra Rwanda
Limited; “Safintra is now a One-Stop-Shop for Roofing
Solutions. We have the technical capability and practical
experience to execute the work in stipulated time. Our
Engineers prepare the roof design, suggest the right
materials for the purpose at hand, and also carry out the
installation, ensuring that work is to the standard you,
our customers, require and expect.”
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WHEN SPEED AND PRACTICALITY WERE OF THE
ESSENCE, SAFINTRA RWANDA STARRED!

Coming up with a solution to the leaky roof of a
high-profile 4 Star Hotel already in occupation
provided Safintra Rwanda with the opportunity to
prove themselves.
The Epic Hotel is a newly built 4-star hotel, but shortly
after launch, the rains came and the problem of leakage
at various point through roof became apparent.  It was a
critical issue as the hotel was already partly operational,
so to undertake a lengthy replacement of the roofingwithout substantial loss of occupation was impossible.  
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It was also not feasible to over-roof with hollow section
trusses due to the additional roof weight it would add.
The Developers approached Safintra Rwanda for an
alternative; the “solution” was reroofing with the light
gauge “Ultraspan” truss system, which is both speedy to
erect and light weight.
Safintra Rwanda completed the 6,400 m2 roofing job
speedily without disturbing the operation of the hotel,
an achievement much appreciated by the Epic Hotel
owners and management.
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SAFINTRA RWANDA PROUD TO BE ASSOCIATED
WITH ‘SPECIAL OLYMPICS’.

“Just because a man lacks the use of his eyes doesn’t
mean he lacks vision.” Stevie Wonder

and athletes at the event which was held in July 2018 at
the Amahoro National Stadium in Kigali.

Safintra Rwanda proudly sponsored the 2018 Special
Olympics in Rwanda. The Special Olympics were
conducted in Kigali, Rwanda in July 2018, providing a
Sports platform to Specially-Abled children, seeking
to promote respect, acceptance, inclusion and human
dignity for all people, and to break down barriers of
discrimination.

14 Players were then selected to represent Rwanda at
the Special Olympics World Summer Games to be held in
Abu Dhabi, UAE in March 2019.

The Special Olympics saw 250 athletes from all districts
of Rwanda vying for honors in football, swimming, bocce

Safintra Rwanda Limited provided the key sponsorship
for the event held in Kigali and is also poised to extend
sponsorship of the Rwanda Team in future. The Special
Olympics Committee of Rwanda, has applauded Safintra
Rwanda’s contribution to the noble cause.

Above: Sandeep Phadnis, Business Head of Safintra
Rwanda (Middle) with Bugingo Emmanuel, Director in
the Ministry of Sports and Culture (Right).
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BUILDING DEMAND FROM GRASS ROOTS LEVEL

Ethiopian Steel PLC has been actively participating in
exhibitions and trade fairs which are impactful and
tailored to the construction sector.
With the objective of building brand salience and brand
awareness which lead to sales enquiries, the company
plans to participate in 5 – 7 exhibitions and bazaars
annually in Ethiopia.
The Association of Ethiopian Class One Contractors
organized their 6th annual exhibition at the Addis Ababa
Exhibition Center.   Under the theme “Construction for
Ethiopian Renaissance”, the exhibition was highly
impactful. Ethiopian Steel networked with the big

construction companies who undertake the majority of
large construction projects in the country.
Business forums and meetings helped the company to
have face to face contact with a large number of
construction industry principals and stakeholders to get
enquires.
Ethiopian Steel also participated in an exhibition
organized by the Ethiopian Ministry of Industry with
the theme of “Manufacturing Industries for Equity and
Sustainable Development”. This exhibition enhanced
ties with Government Institutions, and with Industries
experiencing rapid growth in construction projects.
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ETHIOPIAN STEEL EXTENDS A HELPING HAND
TO THE COMMUNITY

As part of its commitment to create sustainable
communities, Ethiopian Steel is actively engaged in
Corporate Social Responsibility activities. Its focus is
on health, education and shelter (roofing) for needy
people in the country.
On the occasion of the Ethiopian New Year, which
coincides with the commencement of the new
academic calendar, Ethiopian Steel donated various
educational materials to needy children in the Akaki
and Kality sub cities (areas near its Head Office).  More
than 200 orphans were given note books, pens, pencils and erasers which will help them to pursue their
education for the coming year.
Staff and Management of Ethiopian Steel also
participated in a blood donation campaign organized
in collaboration with National Blood Bank Service of
Ethiopia at Akaki head office. The event was held at
St. Michaels Church which is located in front of the
company’s premises.   The campaign attracted a lot of
people from the nearby community.
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Ethiopian Steel also donated guard houses to traffic
police to use as a welcome shelter during the time they
are at work on the streets or in busy areas.
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Mr. Demoz (middle above), a staff member of ESPLC, volunteered his services during the blood donation drive.
Mr. Demoz has donated blood 29 times – he is an example to all of us to donate blood for a needy cause.

Tel. +251 116 157, 116 249 567,
Fax +251 115 528 882
email: info@ethiosteel.com
web: www.ethiosteel.com
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
P.O.Box: 1845
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SAFAL STEEL CREATES A STIR
AMONGST SPECIFIERS
Safal Steel counts specifying professionals as critical
influencers for its products. In 2017 it embarked on
a series of educational events aimed at its Customers
and Specifiers in the 3 major cities of South Africa, and
in 2018 rolled out the programme further to include
the cities of Bloemfontein and Polokwane.
Both the all-morning events were well attended by local
engineers, quantity surveyors and architects who
appreciated that the events had been bought to their
home town.  

They also praised the high calibre of the presentations,
and the practical knowledge they gleaned, which is
relevant to their daily professions and practices.
The presentations at these events are pre-approved by
the relevant Institution for their members and accredited
to earn the attendees Continuous Professional
Development (CPD) points.
Presentation topics included:
•
Advanced Coated Steel and Allied Applications
•
Metal Cladding and Roofing Standards

The Bloemfontein event,
held in September 2018,
was attended by 61
professionals.

The Polokwane event in June 2018 was attended by just under 50 local specifiers and influencers.
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SAFAL STEEL PROVES ITS METTLE AT
CHALLENGING TEST SITES
The Safal Group is committed to ongoing testing to
prove the quality of the material it makes under its
brand names. Safal Steel and Mabati Rolling Mills have
initiated various real-life test sites for their material in
South Africa and Kenya respectively.
Real-life exposure sites are the best way to verify the
performance of products in a specific environment

by exposing them to the elements in an environment
that most closely approximates to the environment
experienced by material installed on an actual building.
Safal Steel recently took it further, to track actual
COLORPLUS installations in especially highly corrosive
applications, the intention being to use these sites as
“reference sites” for ongoing proof of performance.

SEVERE MARINE CONDITIONS:
V&A Waterfront – Helipad

•    Colorplus performance under Severe Marine
conditions is being tracked at a Helipad site on the
V&A waterfront in Cape Town, only 40m from the
Ocean, but partly shielded by a wall, which could
equally have deflected additional seaspray onto the
Helipad building, or may protect it. The roof also had
additional exposure to fumes from Helicopter fuel.

o

The material is a Colorplus AZ200 material, using
a modified polyester colour coating system.
The paint surface, both top and bottom, shows
no sign of chalking or peeling after 2,5 years, even
though the unpainted galvanized purlins underneath
are showing signs of premature corrosion.

40 m from ocean with wall protection

COLORPLUS: Good condition

Material : COLORPLUS AZ200 0.53mm, modified polyester

Period: 2.5 Years

Severe salt buildup

Additional exposure to fumes from the helicopters
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Performance Summary after 2.5 years:
- Paint system both top and bottom shows no
chalking or Peeling.
- Unpainted galvanised structure is already rusting
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SEVERE INDUSTRIAL CONDITIONS:
Milnerton - Takealot Warehouse

•    Colorplus performance under Severe Industrial
conditions is being tracked at a Takealot warehouse
located only 800m from an oil refinery, and 200m
from a chemical storage plant.

o The material is a Colorplus AZ100 material,
using a modified polyester colour coating system.
The vulnerable outer paint surface shows no signs
of chalking or peeling after 4,5 years of exposure to
both oil refinery and chemical plant fall out.

COLORPLUS: Good condition

Material : COLORPLUS AZ150 0.53mm

Period: 4.5 Years Exposure to Caltex Oil Refinery

Caltex Oil Refinery 800m from Takelot

Chemical Storage 200m from Takealot

Performance Summary after 4.5 years :
- Top coat shows no chalking or peeling
- The projects will be inspected during September
  to be able to monitor the excellent
  performance of our product, Colorplus

These projects have outperformed even our
expectations, and will be continuously monitored over
the expected service life of the material.
More test sites will be added every year to provide
living proof of the quality of our products.
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SAFAL STEEL PROJECT SHOWCASE
ACORN CREEK - HOUSING DEVELOPMENT IN WESTERN CAPE

Roofing:

42 houses, overall approximately
         6,000m².  Roofing manufactured
         from AZ150 Colorplus Textured
         in colour Smokey Grey, rolled in
         a Saflok 700 profile.
Developer:
MSP
Architects :
Dennis Moss Partnership
                                        Architects
Roofing Contractor: Elegant Roofing
Material supplier:
Safal Steel
Roll former:
Safintra South Africa:
                                        Western Cape Branch

OTTO VOLEK FACTORY - KWA-ZULU NATAL, SOUTH AFRICA

Roofing:

36 ,500m² of roofing manufactured
from 0.53mm AZ200 Colorplus
Seaspray roll formed in Saflok 700.
7000m² side cladding in 0.5mm
AZ150 Colorplus Seaspray roll
formed in the Widedek profile.

Client:		

Newlyn Property Group
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Profesional Team:
Kantey and Templer
                                        (Consulting Engineers /
                                        Architects / Quantity
                                        Surveyors)
Roofing Contractor: Browndek Roofing
Material supplier:
Safal Steel
Roll former:
Safintra South Africa:
                                        KwaZulu-Natal branch
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SAFAL STEEL PROJECT SHOWCASE
CORNUBIA SHOPPING MALL

Roofing:

65,000m² outdoor / indoor mall
roofed in Colorplus Raincloud
AZ200,0.55mm, roll formed in the
Kliptite profile

Developer:
Architects :

Investec Property Group
Bentel& Associates /
Pure Consulting Structural and Civil
Engineers
Project Managers: Project Managers

Main Contractor:
Wilson Bayley Holmes
                                         Construction
Material Supplier:
Safal Steel
Roll Former:                       Global Roofing Solutions(Durban)
Project Notes:
The mall is a blend of indoor retail and outdoor green
spaces complete with a futbol (5 a side) soccer field and
70 km mountain bike trail.

TABLE BAY MALL - CAPE TOWN

Roofing:

90,000m² of roofing manufactured
from Zincal AZ200 0.53mm material roll formed in a Kliptite profile

Developer:
Zenprop
Profesional Team : Vivid Architects /
                                      MLC Quantity Surveyors
Main Contractor:
Group 5
Roofing Contractor: Chartwell Roofing
Material Supplier: Safal Steel
Roll Former:               Global Roofing Solutions (Cape Town)

Project Notes:
The original specification was Colorbond AZ200 material
in a Matt finish, but Safal Steel worked with the
professional team to convert the specification to Safal
material. After initial prices were submitted, the
Developer asked the team to look at ways of reducing
costs to meet the tight budget. At this point the roofing
contractor, Chartwell Roofing, played a key role in
assisting Safal Steel to win the project by endorsing Safal
Steel’s Zincal AZ200 material to the Professional Team
and the Main Contractor.
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SAFAL STEEL CELEBRATES SAFETY RECORD

A cake is cut to celebrate the achievement. From L to R: Mosale Raghuram, Michael De Charmoy, Sanjeev Thakore
and Faizal Chavoos as the cake cutters!
In January 2018,Safal Steel achieved the milestone of
ZERO time lost to work-place injury over a 12 month
rolling period.
Zero LTI as it is called, refers to 365 days without a Lost
Time Injury due to a recordable Occupational Safety and
Health incident (in which an employee is not able to
return to work on the day or shift following the incident).
To achieve Zero LTI over a full calendar year is
an achievement to be extremely proud of. Many
companies are still striving for this safety goal after most
of their working years.

This achievement was not achieved through any one
person but as a collective team effort. By creating and
following workable procedures, plans and conducting
weekly safety talks, the team was able to create a safety
culture which resided with every single person on duty.
Zero LTI is one of those measures that Safal Steel will
continuously chase, and must always celebrate as a great
achievement, as we continue the relentless journey to a
safer working environment.

Keep up this vision Safal Steel

And most importantly of all…..the gathered Safal Steel family showing their commitment to the vision of
Zero LTI in Safal Steel Safety Performance!
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SAFAL STEEL #TeamMiyagi
SHOWS STAMINA AND STYLE
AMASHOVA is a Zulu phrase which means “LETS PEDAL
TOGETHER”
The AMASHOVA is the oldest ‘classic’ cycle race in the
country, conceived with the idea of having a bicycle race
on the route of the world famous Comrades Marathon,
between Pietermaritzburg and Durban.   In 1986 it had
150 cyclists, and today over 10,000 cyclists participate
from all over the globe!
So when a team from Safal Steel, in colourful kit, stormed
into the finishing stands, they were greeted with roars
from local supporters.

#TeamMiyagi writes:

“What started off as a chat between colleagues about
general health issues culminated in a 5am meeting at the
Lion Park where we attempted a 15km bike ride – some
of us for the first time in 20 years.
It was difficult at first, but we enjoyed it so much so that
we were back there the very next day!
Between March and April, our “Pro” cycling teammates,
Larry and Khoza, arranged many rides over weekends
and public holidays, mentoring and guiding us about
gearing, breathing, nutrition and all things cycling.
Larry was named our team captain and dubbed as
Miyagi, the karate master from the movie “Karate Kid”,
and our team was unofficially named #TeamMiyagi.
The big prize at the end of our journey was the
Amashova race.
We decided we needed to look like a team, and designed
our own team gear. We were very grateful that our
Safal Steel executives sponsored complete cycling kits
from shirts and pants to helmets, glasses and gloves.
The Ladysmith Cycle challenge on the 9th September
2018 showcased our new “team look” as 7 brave men
took up the challenge. Despite the rigorous and daunting
hills of Ladysmith trying to get us down, we fought back
valiantly and proudly brought back home the medals to
prove it!
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Finally, the big day came - 21 October 2018. All the
muscle pains, back spasms and planning led up to this
day! Time to AMASHOVA!!
Teammates and families started chirping on our
Group Chat from 2am. We met up at our various
starting points and did the last checks - water bottles
were filled, tyre pressures were adequate and bananas
were packed.
As first time riders our nerves were at an all-time-high
but so too was our excitement.
The guns went off and the race was on. It was a tough
one, with wind speeds reaching 35kmh.”
Despite, the weather conditions, injuries and
mechanical breakdowns, we all finished the race better
than we had expected. Below are names and categories:

Name

Larry Dickson
Mpumelelo Khoza
Janome van Wyk
Megan Naidu
Deon Govender
Jan Theron
Vyron Naidu
Veeren Deonarain
Glen Morkel
Shaun Fry
Corné Tait
Nhlanhla Shezi
Chris von Benecke

Distance
106km
106km
106km
106km
65km
65km
65km
65km
65km
65km
65km
65km
35km

Thanks to our families who continuously supported us
and enjoyed this great feat with us!
And thanks to Safal Steel for our kit - we are proud to
have represented the Safal family.
We extend an invitation to all in the Safal Group to join
us on many more future cycling ventures – our next being
the aQuelle Tour Durban in April 2019.
After all …. “Our great health is our greatest wealth”

SAFAL NEWS 2018
Ladysmith Cycle Challenge September 2018

Kit & medals

Humble beginnings

Miyagi - “wax on, wax off”
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SAFINTRA ROLL-FORMS STEEL SHEETING FOR
THE MOST INNOVATIVE DESIGN DEMANDS AND
CHALLENGING STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS
• Manufacturers of the proven Saflok® concealed fix and the unique Newlok™ standing
seam profile
• Pierced-fix profiles include Classicorr® Corrugated, Widedek®, Trimflute, Fluteline and
Tufdek® IBR profiles
• The attractive Versatile® profile combines the strength of steel with the aesthetic
appeal of conventional roof tiles
• We offer full technical support services Nationwide.
• Warranted components ensure that the entire roofing system will perform to its full
design life. These include Fixtite® Fasteners, Saftherm® Insulation, Safintra Roof
Spacer Systems for new roofing or over roofing. A range of clamps for roof attachments,
plus bespoke flashings, trims and water-management goods add to the roof systems
performance
Johannesburg, Cape Town, Durban, Post Elizabeth, Polokwane, Nelspruit, Bloemfontein.
Email: info.safintrasa@safalgroup.com / www.safintra.co.za

Further branches throughout SADC, Southern and Eastern Africa. www.safintra.com
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‘METAL ROOF SPECIFICATION MANUAL’
LAUNCHED BY SAFINTRA SOUTH AFRICA

A roof assembly is the hardest working part of the
building envelope.
The latest reference manual on the subject is the Safintra
Product Specification Manual which is a comprehensive
guide to metal roofing specification, and is offered free
to all specifying professionals in the greater SADC region.
Metal roofing assemblies need to work as a “system” of
components which complement each other functionally
to deliver a finished product.   Safintra prides itself on

being able to supply the full range of components you
require, all warranted and supported by technical
expertise and testing. All components are fully covered
in the new Product Specification Manual.
Every component carries Safintra’s assurance of quality
and being fit for purpose.
Download the Brochure on
www.safintra.co.za/downloads
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Engineered to keep your roof

LOCKED DOWN!

Best Performing
WIDE-COVERAGE
CONCEALED FIX System
on the market

• Achieves 2kPa* hold down in negative wind uplift load
tests at maximum span
• State-of-the-art clip** features a solid anchor base,
ensuring unyielding clip engagement at every rib
• Unique system provides enhanced underlapping
edge stability
• The clip angle is maintained ensuring that shoulders
remain in contact with edge spur
• Deep pans with longitudinal rib embossing
strengthens the sheet and allows for excellent water
run-off and minimal dust collection
*

Results after a 30% safety reduction factor

**

Design Registration# F2017/00455

Johannesburg, Cape Town, Durban, Port Elizabeth, Polokwane, Nelspruit, Bloemfontein.
Email: info.safintrasa@safalgroup.com | www.safintra.co.za
Further branches throughout SADC, Southern and Eastern Africa. www.safintra.com
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WINGS BUILT FOR WIND, AND A STRONGER GOOSE NECK
At the heart of the performance of every concealed fix
system is the design of the clip holding down the sheet.
The closer the sheet / clip interface, and the stronger
the clip holding it onto the substructure, the stronger
the entire system.
The Saflok system has performed outstandingly on
millions of square meters of roofing in Southern Africa,
and Safintra South Africa has re-engineered its Saflok
clips to raise the bar even higher for years to come.  
Globally, weather patterns have become more violent
and South Africa is no exception.   With this in mind,

Safintra South Africa has invested considerable resources
in the engineering, design and manufacturing of better
performing clips for its premier Saflok system, in both
the 700mm and 410mm variants.
Both clips have been tested to have the highest wind
performance of any clip on the African market.

SAFLOK 700: NEW CLIP 35
Gooseneck

Last year, Safintra launched the re-engineered Saflok 700
clip 35, ideal for industrial use (compared to its sister,
Saflok Clip 20 which is ideal for residential use).

Wings

It featured “wings” on the anchor for much tighter hold
down in high winds, and a strengthened base for less
distortion in high impact industrial installations.

SAFLOK 410: NEW CLIP

This year the company unveiled its new Saflok 410 Clip.
The most common failure point for a roof clip is the
‘Goose Neck’ and the new Saflok 410 clip has deeper
embossing up over the goose neck, giving it more

rigidity and greater hold-down capabilities in wind. A tail
has also been added to give an additional fastening point
onto the purlin.
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SAFINTRA SOUTH AFRICA HELP MET HARTVERSKEURENDE
BRANDE IN KNYSNA
In Junie 2017 het hartverskeurende brande die inwoners
van Knysna, ‘n klein kusdorpie aan die Suidkus van Suid
Afrika, se bestaan uitmekaar geruk.
Tussen 8 000 en 10 000 inwoners moes hulle huise
ontruim en toekyk hoe die verterende vlamme hulle
besittings en heinneringe vernietig, in die brande
wat vir weke in en om Knysna voortgeduur het.
Eg aan ons Suid Afrikaanse platteland, het niemand
toegekyk hoe hulle vriende, familie en bure se eiendomme
brand, sonder om te probeer help nie.
Ons kon ‘n beskeie bydrae lewer tot die herstel van ‘n
gesinswoning en besigheid, van ‘n familie wat elders in
die distrik gaan help brande blus het.  Met hul tuiskoms
was hul eie huis en enigste bron van inkomste in puin
gelê nadat die donker rookwolke op Knysna se horisonne
verdwyn het, kon Safal Steel en Safintra, in samewerking
met die Rotary Klub en Knysna Roofing, hier `n verskil
maak en mense weer `n bietjie hoop gee.
Ons ag onsself bevoorreg om in die posisie te wees om
ander te kan help.   Dis voorwaar ‘n ramp wat vir nog
dekades ‘n invloed op mens en natuur sal hê.
Hier begin wonings en ander geboue nuwe baadjies
aantrek na die verwoesting en saam met die nuwe
baadjies kom nuwe hoop en nuwe geleentede.

Stelselmatige herstel vind plaas aan geboue
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Hier begin die inwoners weer hulle lewens voortsit deur
pragtige handgemaakte hout items te vervaardig.

Elke gebou het betekenis en bied skuiling teen die
elemente
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SAFINTRA SOUTH AFRICA HELPS AFTER HEARTBREAKING
FIRES DEVESTATE KNYSNA

In June 2017, a devastating fire hit the community of
Knysna, a small town on the East Coast of South Africa.
Almost 10, 000 inhabitants had to evacuate their homes
and farms, which were wrecked by the runaway fires that
lasted for weeks on end.  
True to the spirit of South African rural communities, no
one let their family, friends and neighbours fight these
fires alone.   Everyone jumped in to support wherever
and with whatever they could.
One particular family that volunteered their services
tirelessly during the fire fighting in the district, returned
one night to find them own home and office burnt to
cinders, leaving them with no home or income from the
business.
Since then the dark clouds have left the skies of Knysna,
and for this family, we have been able to help re-build
their house and business premises.  Through the support
of Safal Steel & Safintra South Africa, in conjunction with
Knysna Roofing and the Knysna Rotary Club, we were
able to bring hope to this small family.

The Knysna fires will certainly be remembered in the
history books for decades to come, but all of us deem
ourselves fortunate to have been able to reach out in
our small way to create hope for this brave family and
through them, their community for which they lost
everything in the first place.
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SAFINTRA SA PROJECT SHOWCASE
GRASKOP GORGE LIFT SHAFT MPUMALANGA, SOUTH AFRICA

Roof size:

1429 m² manufactured from 0.53mm
AZ200 Colorplus Rain Cloud roll
formed in Saflok 700, side cladding in
0.5mm AZ200 Zincal roll formed in the
IBR profile.

Client:		
Enza Constructions
Professional Team: Fortschand Associates
                                Architects / LEW Consulting Engineers
Main Contractor: ENZA Construction
Roofing Contractor: Roofing Solutions

Material supplier:
Roll former:		

Safal Steel
Safintra South Africa:
Nelspruit Branch  

Project comments:
88 tons of steel was used in the shaft.   The lift was
manufactured by Otis, and travels 51 meters from the
top to the base in 1 minute.  The lift is glass fronted, to
allow an unbroken view of the gorge, the waterfall and
the surrounding forest.  

MERCEDES BENZ SOUTH AFRICA – LOGISTICS BUILDING EAST LONDON, SOUTH AFRICA

Roof size:

Client:
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27,000 m² built up roof, using inverted
Saflok 700 (manufactured from 0.8mm
AZ150 Colorplus Seaspray) as an
under-surface to flat roofing built
up on its outer surface. Interior side
cladding was supplied in Widedek,
made from Colorplus 0.55mm AZ150
in colour Seaspray.
Stefanutti Stocks,

Professional Team:             Osmond & Lange Architects  
Roofing Contractor:
Chartwell Roofing
Material supplier:
Safal Steel
Roll former:		
Safintra South Africa:  
KwaZulu-Natal branch /
Port Elizabeth branch
Project comments:
The project has a 20-year material Warranty from Safal
Steel.
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SAFINTRA SA PROJECT SHOWCASE
SOWETO SPORTS COMPLEX GAUTENG, SOUTH AFRICA

Roof size:

2500m² manufactured from 0.53mm
AZ150 Colorplus Raincloud roll formed
in Saflok 700, side cladding in 0.5mm
AZ150 Colorplus Raincloud roll formed
in Saflok 700 profile.

Client:		
(JDA) JOHANNESBURG
                                DEVELOPMENT AGENCY,
Professional
Lyer Architects / Archway
Team:
Projects Engineers

Roofing Contractor:
Material supplier:
Roll former:		

RSS ROOFING
Safal Steel
Safintra South Africa:
Gauteng branch  

Project comments:
The project was nominated for the 2018 Steel Awards
of the Southern Africa Institute of Steel Construction
(SAISC) in the Metal Cladding Category.

ST JOHNS SHOPPING CENTRE HOWICK,KWA-ZULU NATAL

Roof size:

Client:		
Professional
Team:

The complete project was 6,007m²
under roof, notable for using the
Newlok Standing Seam Profile on large
parts of the roofing system. 3,935m²
manufactured from 0.53mm AZ200
Colorplus Thunderstorm roll formed
in Newlok, and 2,072m² manufactured
from 0.53mm AZ200 Zincal roll formed
in Saflok 700.
Cenprop
TC Design Architects

Professional Team:
Roofing Contractor:
Material supplier:
Roll former:		

Steward Kerr Engineers  
Browndek Roofing
Safal Steel
Safintra South Africa:  
KwaZulu-Natal branch

Project comments:
Newlok created a timeless visual focal point for the
commercial aspect of the development. The traditionally
colonial appearance of this standing seam roofing is
created by its wide pans and narrow ribs which create a
crisp and distinctive linear aesthetic.  
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BUILDING A PLACE WHERE KIDS CAN BE KIDS

Safintra South Africa, Polokwane Branch in Limpopo
Province, joined forces with Martek Roof Trusses,
one of its approved roofing contractors, to donate the
construction materials required to build the Vhutshilo
Mountain School for Children in the province.
The Vhutshilo School caters for children affected by HIV
and Aids. In South Africa HIV affects tens of thousands
of households, with thousands more being affected by
the knock-on impact this virus has on breadwinners and
livelihoods.
This donation enables 68 vulnerable children in the
Vhutshilo community to go to a school in which they can
learn in a conducive environment, giving them a chance to
lead as normal a childhood as possible and move forward
in the world.
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This year Safintra South Africa undertook the primary
sponsorship of an Industry Golf Day which had, at its
heart, a strong philanthropic purpose.
The National QACCS (Quantity Surveyors, Architects,
Contractors, Consultants and Suppliers) golf tournament
is an annual golf day for the Building Industry
countrywide, offering a chance to network with leading
professionals in the industry.   More than this however,
QACCS identifies a worthy cause to support with
fundraising, and their 2018 event raised funds for the
CHOC foundation (Childhood Cancer Foundation).
CHOC partners with treatment centres and parents
to provide complete support for those who could not
access treatment on their own.
At the end of the golf day, a cheque of R32,500 was given
to the CHOC cause.   With this donation underprivileged
children with cancer will be able to get transport to
medical centres. They will also be provided with
accommodation as long as treatment is required, 3 meals
per day, social work service and many other necessities.
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EXTENDING A BIG HELPING HAND TO LITTLE HANDS IN NEED

